SUMMER TRAVEL TIPS

PREPARATION

• To help children get the most from traveling, include them in the preparations for the trip. Get a road map for each school-age child, and check the library for books about the places you will see.
• Pack a special activity bag for each child. Ideas to include in the bag: games, notepad, their favorite snacks, a fun craft or activity, books.

ACTIVITIES

You can also get creative and work together to make up your own games.
• CAR GAMES: Car bingo, Travel Scavenger Hunts, and interactive games for children to know when you’re close to your destination, are a few of the fun ideas on [momsminivan.com/printables.html](http://momsminivan.com/printables.html) you can find and print for free. What a fun way to travel!!!
• TALK TIME: Travel time is a great opportunity to connect and communicate with each other. Have a list of questions to talk through. Take turns asking questions, let your kids ask you questions as well. Questions can be as simple and silly as, “If you were any animal what would you be and why?” to deeper questions like, “What is one thing you want us to pray for you this next year?”
• DRIVE-TIME AUDIO: Every family should own audio albums of Adventures in Odyssey. Hours in the car fly by when enjoying these wonderful stories that reinforce Christian faith and values. Learn more at [whitsend.org](http://whitsend.org)
**Family Word Search**

While riding in the car or waiting for a meal in a restaurant, draw a five-by-five tic-tac-toe grid (4 lines down, 4 lines across). Ask a parent to randomly call out letters (excluding x, q and z). As letters are called, randomly fill in your grid. If a vowel is called, fill in two spaces with that letter. When your grid is full, see how many words you can find, searching forward, backward, up, down and diagonally.

**Get the Picture**

Before your trip, have each person in the family create a list for another family member with items they may come across while traveling. Use a camera to capture photos of each item on your list: the cabin you stay at, a historic statue, the Texas state sign, etc. The goal is to see who can take a picture of all the items on their list first.

**Postcard Puzzles**

Make puzzles with postcards from your destination. Cut cards into interlocking pieces with wavy, zigzag cuts, etc. Time yourself putting them back together.

**On a Roll**

For this travel game, you’ll need two dice. Players take turns rolling, adding the two numbers together after each roll. The first player to reach 100 wins. If a player rolls doubles, he loses his points and must start over.

**Me Mail**

Before you go, purchase plenty of postcard stamps. On each day of your trip, buy a postcard, write down what happened that day and mail it to yourself. By the time you get home, you’ll have a trip full of memories to read!

**Suburbs**

- Person walking dog
- Flower garden
- Pickup truck
- Walmart
- School
- Playground
- Church
- Statue
- Fire station
- Football field
- Person on bike

**Rural**

- Silos
- Pond or lake
- Dirt road
- Tractor
- Horses
- Gas station
- Cows
- Barn
- Deer
- Barb-wired fence
- Windmill

**City**

- Flashing red light
- Bus
- Dog
- Food store
- Railroad tracks
- Child on billboard
- License plate with a Q
- Cop
- Person on cellphone
- Person with tall boots
- Sign in foreign language
**You Are Made Unique**

**PLAY:** Observe the color and type of your vehicle (blue SUV, red van, yellow car.) When you see similar vehicles on the road, call out “eureka!” (“I found it!”)

**TALK:** Discuss the difference (age, wear, dents) among vehicles. Each has characteristics that make it unique. Like vehicles, no two people are exactly alike. Psalm 139:14 says we are “fearfully and wonderfully made.” Discuss some of the differences between people, emphasizing God’s unique design. Identify two unique personality traits or abilities for each family member.

**PRAY:** Thank God for the ways He has made your family members unique.

---

**You Can Bless Others**

**PLAY:** Using the letters of each person’s name, give compliments that begin with each letter. For example, Sam could be s-sweet, a-awesome, m-marvelous.

**TALK:** Compliments are one way to bless others. Ephesians 4:29 says our words should build up others. When we are mad at someone, we sometimes say unkind things, but the Bible teaches us to bless people—even those who hurt us (Luke 6:28). Just as we thought of kind words to describe members of our family, we can find ways to build others up and bless them. Who would you like to bless through kind words?

**PRAY:** Ask God to help you use your words to bless others by encouraging them.
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